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Abstrat

Data assimilation is often used to help make sense of observations made from the traditional

meteorologial observing systems, from new radar networks, and from spae. E�etive data

assimilation relies on aurate unertainty statistis of all the data that are used, inluding

those of observations and from the numerial model's foreasts used as the prior ('bak-

ground') state.

The bakground error ovariane sheme used in the Met O�e's urrent variational data

assimilation system is designed to represent errors in large-sale proesses, even though many

of the models that it serves allow small-sale (onvetive-sale) proess. The work reported

here looks at how well the Met O�e's urrent sheme opes with �ne-sale features of

numerial models and reveals some unexpeted harateristis.
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General idea of data assimilation (DA)

• The foreast (xB, blue) has errors that

are orrelated between model variables

x1 and x2.

• The observation (y, yellow) is an im-

perfet observation of only x1.

• The analysis (xA, red) is a ombination

of xB and y found from Bayes Theo-

rem.

• The way that xB and y are ombined

depend strongly on their error proper-

ties.

Fig. 1: Combining a model foreast (bakground state,

xB) with an observation (y) to give an analysis (xA). The

oloured shapes indiate the error o-varianes of the data. In

the ase of the bakground state, errors in omponents x1 and

x2 are orrelated. Here there is only one observation (of x1).

The analysis and its unertainty depend upon xB, y and how

their errors are haraterised.
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Data assimilation for large-sale systems

• The B-matrix (desribing the blue error bubble in Fig. 1) is modelled by allowing

foreast errors to respet geostrophi (Fig. 2) and hydrostati (Fig. 3) balanes.

• This is good for large-sale motion where the �ow is balaned.

pressure perturbations δp = δpb(δvh) + δpu
temperature perturbations δθ = δθb(δpb) + 0

∇
2
hδpb ≈ ρ0k · [∇× (fδvrot)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
geostrophi relationship between foreast errors
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︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrostati relationship between foreast errors

Fig. 2: Shemati evolution of δp
in a large-sale system (where geostrophi

balane is appropriate). The rotational

wind, δvr, orretly predits δpb by

geostrophi balane. On top of that is

geostrophially unbalaned pressure, δpu.

Fig. 3: Shemati evolution of

δT in a large-sale system (where hydro-

stati balane is appropriate). δp or-

retly predits δTb by hydrostati balane.

The hydrostatially unbalaned tempera-

ture, δTu, is negligible.
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Data assimilation for onvetive-sale systems (ur-

rently 1.5km model grid box size)

• Interest is expanding into onvetive-

sale DA.

� Observation hungry.

� Shorter preditability timesales.

� Many sales of motion.

∗ Balane appropriate for the

larger sales of motion.

∗ Balane diminishing for the

smaller sales.

• DA systems still model the B-matrix with balane relations. We hypothesize that in

suh DA:

� This will make the DA go awry (Fig. 4).

� Analysis inrements of δpb will be anomalously large.

� Analysis inrements of δpu will also be anomalously large (and opposite to δpb),
trying to undo the false δpb.

∗ ∴ δpb and δpu will be anomalously orrelated.

� We an diagnose these properties from an ensemble of onvetive-sale foreasts.

� We an arti�ially 'damp-down' the balane as a funtion of sale.

δp = Λδpb(δvh) + δpu

where Λ ≤ 1 is a damping fator whih has the expeted properties:

large-sale motion Λ = 1
small-sale motion Λ → 0

Fig. 4: Hypothesised evolution

of temperature in a onvetive-sale sys-

tem (where geostrophi balane is inap-

propriate). The rotational omponent of

the wind inorretly predits the balaned

pressure.
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Diagnostis from a Met O�e 24-member onvetive-

sale ensemble (Southern UK domain)

• Standard variational DA uses the bakground error ovarianes implied by theB-matrix

model (di�erent from the true ovarianes):

vartrue(δp) = varimplied(δp) + anomaly,

where anomaly = 2cov(δpbδpu) = 2cov(δpb[δp− δpb]),

δpb : pressure perturbation found from the geo. bal. equation,

δpu : residual, δpu = δp− δpb.

• Stats for a mid-tropospheri level (level 35) are in Fig. 5.

Fig 5: First row: true pressure variane (lev. 35) (var(δp)) from the Met O�e ensemble when a old front is traveling

eastwards; the balaned variane (var(δpb)); the unbalaned variane (var(δpu)). Seond row: implied pressure variane

(var(δpb) + var(δpu)); the relative anomaly (2cov(δpbδpu)/var(δp)); statistis as a funtion of horizontal sale. The

implied pressure variane is that 'seen' by the DA if it were alibrated by the ensemble. For a perfet model of B this

would be the same as the true pressure variane.

• Modifying the balane:

vartrue(δp) = varimplied(δp) + anomaly,

where now anomaly = 2cov(Λδpb[δp− Λδpb]).

• Looking for zero anomaly, and Λ an be estimated from data:

Λ = 0, Λ =
cov(δpbδp)

var(δpb)
.

• Values for Λ are in Fig. 6.
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Fig 6: Value of Λ whih is needed to multiply the diagnosed δpb to give zero pressure variane anomaly in the data

assimilation. Left: Λ as a funtion of position. Middle: Λ as a funtion of horizontal sale. Right: Λ as a funtion of

horizontal wave-vetor.

Comments

• The 'balaned pressure saling fator' (Λ) diagnosed here does not behave as expeted.

� It is not found that Λ → 0 for smaller sales.

� It is not found that Λ ≤ 1 always.

• These experiments need to be repeated for other data soures:

� Other ensembles.

� Sets of foreast di�erenes as a proxy for foreast errors.

• Hydrostati balane remains a good approximation, even at the smallest sales in this

model.

• Even though Meteorologial entres around the world are starting to use ensemble-

based DA, it is normally in a hybrid form where the B-matrix is still needed.


